Facilities Management start-ups
Supplier name

Description

Country of
origin

Daqri

AR Glasses to support FM technicians in the repairing with step by step guidances, speech to text reporting, tagging system
to track assets and remote expert support.

USA

DroneHive

Hives that ensure communication,
reload and protection to drones

Smart Clean

IoT & AI startup, transforming the way facilities are cleaned today from manual supervision to data driven cleaning
operations.

Spaceti

Providei ntegrated solutions of sensors, data analytics and mobile user interfaces that enhance the satisfaction, productivity,
and well-being.

Asaplace

ASAPLACE is a mobile platform to manage your parking slots.

France

Staffme

In a few clicks, StaffMe gives you the temporary help your business needs

France

Mitch

Video library that reveals the personality of the candidates

France

Sequence

Sequence provides straight-forward annotation and classification for data science teams.

Axper

Axper is a people counting and tracking solution based on 3D camera.

France

Agora

Opinion buttons to get feedbacks about quality of services and lead to improvements.

France

Diversey

Cleaning and hygiene technologies and robots.

Sauce Moutard

Sauce Moutard turns restaurants, coffeeshops and hotels into working spaces during off-peak hours.

France
Singapore

Czech Republic

UK

USA
France

Food start-ups
Supplier name

Description

Country of
origin

Appetia

Creates innovative workflows around digital recipes, in order to help people cook more often and healthier at home

France

Botaki

A kit for kids to grow food, at home or at school. Sensors for humidity, light, temperature.

France

Ses Imagotag

Worldwide leader in smart digital labels and pricing automation,

France

Klimato

App allowing restaurants and food service providers to calculate, communicate and offset climate impact of food.

Sweden

A Eye go

First intelligent self-checkout system based on image recognition technology.

China

Brigad

Brigad connects businesses with qualified hospitality workforce in a few minutes.

France

Fan Meimei

Food made from robots in central kitchen and delivered to be put in the FMM lockers on-site.

China

Tilkal

Digital infrastructure which organizes end-to-end, real-time traceability and transparency for industrial sectors.

France

FoodChéri

Virtual restaurant that aspires to help busy professionals eating daily fresh meals delivered under 30 min.

France

NU

NU! is a connected and zero waste canteen for companies via a smart fridge.

France

Koam (B2C day
only)

Platform for parents and teens to learn more about healthy nutrition.

France

Wellbeing start-ups
Supplier name

Description

Country of
origin

Realeyes

At Realeyes, we measure how people feel as they watch video, to help brands make emotional connections with people, with
our facial tracking solution via webcam. Here is a short video showing our solution

UK

Klaxit

Carpooling app focused on commuting.

France

Funbooker

Funbooker is an online booking platform dedicated to experiences and leisure activities. #supermoments

France

Qemotion

Q°emotion AI based solution helps you to analyze your customers' and employees' emotions through their written feedback.

France

MoodWork

Individual, scientific and human support for your employees.

France

Docteur House

Help independent health professionals to create their own medical houses and to manage their daily administrative tasks

France

Neo Nomade

Neo-nomade is the leading platform for booking coworking spaces in France.

France

Rydoo

Platform to manage travel and expenses management.

Bloomin

Bloomin helps managers and HR to measure the employee’s experience.

France

Zembro

The Zembro alarm system is a very innovative and Senior life improving system.

Belgium

Experencia

Augmented Intelligence toolset that predicts the needs of patients and uses those predictions to guide staff activity and
messaging,

OurCo (B2C day
only)

Make employees talk about their dissatisfaction and suggest ways to improve, regardless of his or her hierarchical status.

France - Belgium

USA
France

